
DEREK SZOPA
Founder and CEO

Derek founded CloudSort with the goal of reinventing what’s
possible in the supply chain’s “middle mile” through a platform built
for today’s shipping complexities. CloudSort’s model drives
efficiency, flexibility and scalability, through a system that works for
everyone. Underpinned by trust and aligned incentives, this agile
and adaptive approach harnesses predictive technology to sort
smarter, route better, and unlock competitive advantage across the

largest link in the supply chain. CloudSort’s solutions integrate seamlessly with our partners’
operations to help them seize opportunities in a safe and streamlined way.

Derek has extensive industry experience having spent five years at Amazon leading the
transportation engineering team responsible for creating delivery pathways for its Sort Center
network and completing the formative planning for Amazon’s air cargo business. While at
Amazon Air, he established the business requirements for airport gateways, some of the
largest capital allocation decisions in Amazon’s history.

Prior to Amazon, Derek held leadership positions at FedEx for more than 12 years, ultimately
supporting the formative years of SmartPost and earning FedEx’s highest award for
performance.  Early in his career, he served as an officer of the Marines for eight years, with
responsibilities that ranged from training the teams responsible for protecting or recovering
national assets, such as embassies and nuclear material, to coaching senior foreign officials
serving in a combat environment.

Derek completed the Executive MBA Program at Columbia Business School while serving as
a senior manager in operations for FedEx. He earned his Bachelor of Arts (BA) in criminal
justice from the University of Saint Thomas. When not helping clients create the best possible
brand experiences for their e-commerce businesses, he enjoys spending time with his wife
and two children, spending time outdoors, and taking road trips to new places.
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BORIS YUROVSKY
Network Engineering

One of CloudSort’s first employees, Boris serves as director of network
engineering where his knowledge and experience in the
development of modeling tools for planning, analysis, and
management of transportation networks and network operations has
helped build the CloudSort platform. His experience spans short- and

long-term forecasting and network planning, load plan optimization and line-haul
optimization.

At CloudSort, Boris has been at the forefront of developing the organization's
containerization strategy, ensuring it ties in seamlessly with the transportation plan. He is also
responsible for route planning and optimization between CloudSort nodes and external
transportation touch points.

Before joining CloudSort, Boris enjoyed a three-decade career at FedEx Ground holding
various positions including operations research principal, senior manager and manager of
corporate business modeling and senior forecast analyst.

Boris earned a Master of Science (MS) in computer science and a Ph.D. in computer science
and applied mathematics.

KEVIN HUNT
Data Science

Kevin joined CloudSort in 2022 and is responsible for all things analytics,
modeling, data strategy, and machine learning.

Before CloudSort, she spent nearly four years at Novetta as a data
scientist, including most recently serving as team lead. She also

interned at Novetta and at National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in
machine learning for additive manufacturing, where she co-authored a work entitled
“Machines as Craftsmen: Localized Parameter Setting Optimization for Fused Filament
Fabrication 3D Printing.” This work outlines an end‐to‐end tool for integrating machine
learning into the 3D printing process. 

Prior to data science, Kevin was an adjunct instructor at St. Petersburg College in Florida,
where she taught introduction to biology and anatomy and physiology I and II lab courses.
Prior to, she was a teaching assistant at Indiana University - Purdue University Fort Wayne
where she taught the same courses.
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Before she discovered her passion for data science, she worked as a biology researcher
receiving two Master of Science (MS) degrees in biochemistry, molecular biophysics, and
molecular biology from Purdue University and the University of Chicago. Her love for
programming led her to pursue a Master of Science (MS) in data science at New College of
Florida. She is a Section 4 certified Innovation Strategist and earned machine learning
specialty credentials from Amazon Web Services.

In her free time she enjoys playing video games, kayaking and gardening.

RYAN PARK
Product and Analytics

Ryan joined CloudSort in January 2020, heading up product development
and analytics for the company. In this capacity, he leads development of
the technology stack and is responsible for the team creating analytical
tools to provide actionable insights for multiple constituents both internal
and external to the organization.

Prior to this important role at the company, Ryan served as a senior manager at Amazon Web
Services responsible for program management and data center capacity planning, a position
he held for two years after serving as senior program manager of transportation at Amazon
for almost three years. While at Amazon, his primary functions included launching two-day
delivery in Hawaii and Alaska for Amazon Transportation Services (ATS), which allowed it to
expand two-day delivery coverage to over 90% of U.S. Prime customers. For Amazon Web
Services (AWS), he led the Americas, Europe, Middle East, and Africa regional planning teams
to plan and deliver capacity for over 200 data centers to launch and service AWS customers.

Before his time at Amazon, Ryan was the senior distribution analyst for store delivery at
Starbucks where he developed the distribution center network design from the ground up
and implemented to launch and support over 10,000 Starbucks stores across the U.S.

Ryan began his career as an undergraduate researcher and energy analyst for the U.S.
Department of Energy, followed by an internship with the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. He earned Bachelor of
Science (BS) degrees in mathematics and economics from the University of Washington.

Ryan spends his free time with his wife — traveling and learning about new cultures through
food and beverages — and their two pugs. He is known to find a new hobby every three
months, obsessing over each new hobby to become best at it.
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DANIEL CULVER
Finance

As an experienced Financial Controller with a demonstrated history
of working in the transportation, trucking and railroad industry,
Daniel joined CloudSort in 2021 and is responsible for financial
reporting and analytics, which ranges from macro-level strategy to
micro-level analyses. Additionally, he leads strategic programs that
are imperative to the growth and success of CloudSort innovation.

For more than seven years, Daniel served in a multitude of finance management positions at
C.R. England in Salt Lake City. While there, he was responsible for all the financial activities of
its OTR (over the road) and Intermodal divisions. He was instrumental in developing
streamlined dynamic processes and analyzing financial and operational targets for the
leadership team.

Skilled in analytical skills, SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and SQL Server Management
Studio, Daniel brings strong accounting experience to his role. He earned a Bachelor of
Applied Science (BASc) in finance from Westminster College.

In his free time he enjoys skiing, hiking, fishing and anything that he can do outdoors with his
family.

KEITH ROPER
Sales and Business Development

As a dynamic sales and business development leader, Keith joined
CloudSort in June of 2020 to drive sales strategy, new business, and
business development.

Along with exceptional leadership and team building skills, he brings a
strong track record of building sales teams that outperform sales targets

and personal quotas, as well as broad experience in all aspects of business operations
including sales team building, account management, financial analysis, strategic planning,
training and recruitment. His areas of specialty include sales leadership and coaching,
e-commerce sales, strategy and planning, SAAS sales, last mile logistics, account
management, problem identification and resolution,  financial analysis and employee hiring
and onboarding.

Before joining CloudSort, Keith served various sales and management positions in the Dallas
market, including sales director at Deliv, southwest regional sales manager at Stamps.com,
account manager at Endicia, and store manager at Marshalls, Sears and BestBuy. He earned a
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) in management from Northwood University.
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In his free time he enjoys spending time with his family, watching Scooby-Doo® with his
daughter, barbecuing for family and friends, and spending time outdoors hunting and
fishing.

BRIAN GALLO
Sortation Operations

Brian joined CloudSort in 2021 as director of sortation operations and is
responsible for the safe and efficient operation of CloudSort stations.  He
also provides launch and ongoing support for host operations, ensuring
a uniform and high-quality experience across all sites.

Spending nearly five years at Amazon prior to joining CloudSort, Brian held various operations
positions including station operations manager, site lead, Sort Center operations manager,
and Fulfillment operations manager. He dedicated eight years of his career to FedEx, where
he served as senior manager/Hub C and assistant Hub manager at FedEx SmartPost and
served as senior manager/Station at FedEx Ground.

Brian earned a Master of Business Administration (MBA) in organizational leadership at
Molloy University and a Bachelor of Arts (BA) in art/art studies/general from Muskingum
University.

In his free time he enjoys road trips with his family, live sports, woodworking, and watching
his sons play lacrosse.

KURT MULLER
Transportation Operations

For more than two years, Kurt has served as director of transportation
operations at CloudSort, where he leads a high-performing team of
employees and agents responsible for transporting packaged goods
safely and efficiently. Kurt is also responsible for sourcing
nationally-distributed transportation partners to support both local and

long-zone delivery needs.

Prior to CloudSort, Kurt served as senior vice president at XPO Logistics, where he was
responsible for nearly one-quarter of the last mile budget and services. While there, he also
held the positions of vice president of client services and senior director of operations. At the
start of his logistics career, he held the position of director of operations at Atlantic Central
Logistics. Prior to that, he worked in the hospitality industry.
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Kurt earned an Economics Degree (BS) from Penn State University and a credit towards a
Bachelor of Science in chemistry from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

In his free time he enjoys cooking and taking long walks on the beach.

BRIAN MCCAFFREY
Program Management

For the past two years, Brian has been responsible for driving key
CloudSort programs across the region and network. He is specifically
responsible for growing and maintaining the CloudSort network;
including technological advancements, managing client relationships,
gathering customer and user feedback to continuously improve the
CloudSort technology and product, driving implementation of the

proprietary software across the network, training and onboarding new users on the use of the
CloudSort WebApp and Operator Tool, and developing KPIs and standard processes to scale
CloudSort and Host sites.

Prior to this role, Brian held the position of transportation operations manager where he
facilitated sortation and middle mile delivery of one million Walmart customer packages for
the 2020 holiday season. He led Walmart sortation technology training and implementation
to provide package scan visibility and manifests to transportation carriers; identified root
causes of Walmart supply chain application code defects; and drove resolution to save
100,000 customer packages. He also built a model to forecast daily outbound trailer counts
on each lane based on available inbound package data to optimize truck capacity by 25
percent; created standard operating procedures for the Walmart Columbus Sort Center
transportation operations to minimize defects and onboard new hires; maintained on-time
delivery goal of 98 percent through technology outages and warehouse floor crises; managed
100 warehouse associates to sort and deliver approximately 50,000 Walmart customer
packages seven days a week; and developed daily operations report to communicate
operations statistics and call-outs to Walmart and CloudSort leadership.

Prior to CloudSort, Brian was a project intern at Optimum Investment Advisors in Chicago,
where he compiled and analyzed data sets used to implement new CRM systems, presented
data findings to management detailing existing gaps and opportunities, trained on how to
use new CRM system, assessed employee feedback from CRM system training and assisted
the supply chain manager with existing inventory management data sets used to reduce
costs on future inventory purchases. He was also a management intern at Kemper Sports
responsible for inventory management, analyzing financial trends, employee training and
tracked and managed customer complaints.

Brian earned a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) in operations and supply chain
management from Marquette University. In his free time he enjoys golfing, skiing, traveling
and exploring new restaurants.
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CHRIS MILES
Key Account Manager

Chris joined CloudSort in 2022 to manage key account relationships,
service and growth.

He brings more than 20 years of experience in business development
and account management within the transportation and logistics

space, having worked with industry leaders such as FedEx, FedEx Custom Critical, CEVA
Logistics, Nippon Express and Cardinal Health.

Chris earned a Bachelor of Science in Business Management (BSBM) from Morgan State
University in Baltimore, MD, and an MBA in General Management from Dowling College in
Oakdale, Long Island.

In his personal time, he enjoys spending time with his family, traveling, going to different
events around the NYC Metro area.  He stays active by running, practicing martial arts,
photography, and other personal goals.

YASMINE DECOSTERD
Advisor, Employee Experience & Operations

As a seasoned business executive with specialized expertise in the
advertising technology industry and artificial intelligence, Yasmine
boasts extensive experience working with organizations of all sizes and
at various stages and has advised numerous growth companies
through M&A activity and IPO. Yasmine is people focused and results
driven with over 20 years of global experience in Human Resources and

Operations, and progressive experience in a broad range of human resource disciplines.

Most recently, she was the global head of people for Eyeota, Inc. and supported their
integration with Dun & Bradstreet post their acquisition in 2021. She was responsible for
human capital strategy and trusted advisor to the CEO and Executive Leadership.

Yasmine previously served as vice president of global people operations at Sizmek, which
acquired Rocket Fuel and was later acquired by Zeta Global. While there, she provided
strategic direction to a Global workforce of approximately 1,200 employees in the areas of
organizational design, talent acquisition, talent operations, internal communications, learning
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and development, performance management, and business applications. She spent five
years of her career as vice president of global business operations at Rocket Fuel, where she
was charged with creating and implementing strategic initiatives centered around
marketing, talent, operations and services. She participated in an IPO and supported two
corporate migration efforts resulting from M&A.

She spent nearly seven years at Yahoo!, holding a variety of management-level positions. She
also served in various marketing roles at digital ad agencies based in New York.

Yasmine earned a Bachelor of Science (BS) degree from the University of Rhode Island. She
enjoys spending time with her family and planning family experiences.

# # #
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